UGS 2230 & 2235: GLOBAL CIT ONLINE
HF, BF, and gateway to the Global Citizenship Minor

Global Citizenship taught virtually (GCO) helps you fully engage your political and environmental passion to produce social change. After this course, with 6 credits and 2 GenEds under your belt, you will have earned a tool kit that includes clearer writing, stronger self-expression, and above all a sense of what really matters to you. Our virtual pedagogical environment is designed so you feel connected—to me and to each other. We interact through academic and social media, learn about each other, and find alliances and challenge around big questions. As a group of people connected in cyberspace, we reflect & act together on the work of meaningful citizenship in a complex global world.

In fall, we read/hear/watch major thinkers and activists on human rights and sustainability. In spring we turn thought into action in your town. Over the year, you will find your passion and collaboratively design and implement a project about social/environmental justice. Consider it testing ground for your life as a 21st-century citizen. The planet needs you. Join us!

Do you wonder about your footprint on the planet and on society?

Do you think about the environment with no sense of what to do?

Does the idea of human rights concern you, yet leave you feeling small?

Do you plan to have impact in our diverse and troubled world?

Join GCO’s maiden voyage!
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christine.a.jones@utah.edu
801-585-3002